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Herunder et 4 siders appelbrev.
Introduktion
My name is Jean Henry Lesec. I am a French citizen, incarcerated at the Wynne Unit
TDCJ, in Huntsville, Texas, serving a 99 years sentence, as a first time offender. I am
requesting your help!
In fact, I was diagnosed with reactive hypoglycemia, a medical condition, by Doctor
David Heber, specialist at UCLA Medical Center in Los Angeles California, in the spring
1991. And have been treated by several doctors over the years.
I was a productive member of society and a law abiding resident of the United States of
America, a father of three children and a good provider for my family. My two sons are
born in Houston Texas, they are now 23 and 21 years old respectively (Jacques and
Nicolas Lesec), and my daughter Nathalie is 33 years old and married to an American
citizen. I have been restricted to not having any communication with my children since
1999.
Fremstilling
I am indigent and cannot afford an Attorney, I am not versed in Immigration Laws, or
Criminal Laws, and I am applying for an International Prisoner Transfer, under the
Transfer Treaty Convention, between the government of the United States of America,
and the French government, signed in Washington on the 25th of January 1983.
I am a French citizen, incarcerated at the Wynne Unit TDCJ, in Huntsville, Texas,
serving a 99 years sentence, as a first time offender. I am requesting a Transfer to a
French prison in order to serve my sentence and to be closer to my mother which is 83
years old and not in good health.
It is clearly under a hypoglycemia attack and not premeditation that this tragedy
occurred. A low blood sugar medical condition that causes severe depression and
mental confusion for which I have been treated since 1991 by four different doctors. I
was unable to control my blood sugar and was experiencing severe mood swings, blurry
vision and deep depression due to sudden lows of blood sugar (symptoms of

hypoglycemia). My Endocrinologue, Dr. Lori Shapiro in Houston, noted an augmentation
of my symptoms during that time.
In fact, I was diagnosed with reactive hypoglycemia, a medical condition, by Doctor
David Heber, specialist at UCLA Medical Center in Los Angeles California, in the spring
1991. And have been treated by several doctors over the years.
Prior to the incident, I was a productive member of society and a law abiding resident of
the United States of America, a father of three children and a good provider for my
family. My two sons are born in Houston Texas, they are now 23 and 21 years old
respectively (Jacques and Nicolas Lesec), and my daughter Nathalie is 33 years old
and married to an American citizen. I have been restricted to not having any
communication with my children since 1999.
I am a legal resident Alien and obtained my green card thru labor certification. I had
applied for citizenship in March 1999 and had no criminal records in any country prior to
this offense. The FBI report for my naturalization can attest to that effect.
Please note that I had turned myself in voluntarily to the authority (police) in a state of
shock and confusion.
I have profound regret of this tragedy and I apologize to the people of the state of Texas
for the pain I have caused my family and friends. My goal is to rebuild my family, ask for
forgiveness and make restitution to my loved ones.
I have always paid my taxes in the U.S. and have contributed to Social Security benefit
for 20 working years. I have a solid work history and I am enclosing a resume in this
effect. I have worked all my life and never was involved in crimes.
FAMILIES TIES IN FRANCE
For the purpose of my requesting a transfer, I am listing in a separate sheet my family
names, relation and addresses in France.
- When my father died in a car accident in 1966, I was 17 years old, went to work for a
Probate Attorney in France as a clerk to help my mother to support my younger brother
and sisters, while attending courses in Law School Serge Nault in Paris XVème
arrondissement. We were five children.
Since my incarceration at TDCJ Wynne Unit, I have showed good behavior and work
ethics. I never get family visits.
I have strong ties to the catholic faith and the only visits and support I get are from the
St. Thomas Catholic Church in Houston. I have obtained a certificate of Theology
studies in the catholic faith. I pray that you consider all the factors and grant me a
Transfer to a French prison under the Treaty in place between our countries.
I am enclosing some support letters from my employer, colleagues and close friends for
your review and consideration. Please let me know if you require further information and
thank you for attending to this matter.
Yours sincerely,
Jean H.F. Lesec
TDCJ # 924644

Wynne Unit, Huntsville, Texas 77349

